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This article explores the intersections between Gloria Anzaldua's and Josefina Baez's theories of 
in-betweenness, as they pertain to issues of textuality and, more broadly, relationality, in their 
early work. In her life-long philosophical search Anzaldua devised a phenomenology in which 
the metaphors of the border, borderlands, or bridges, and the concept of nepantla signal the place 
of writing in the context of coloniality, decoloniality, and migration. From her early thought, 
these concepts often capture not only issues of location, but also of relationality, intentionality 
and decolonial change. Similarly, Dominican American (Dominican York) author, director, and 
performance artist Josefina Baez explores the unstable spaces and temporariness of in
betweenness in the context of im/migration and colonization by centering the experience of 
Dominican diasporic communities and her own. Baez proposes concepts such as dominicanish 
or "bliss" as imagined, relational spaces and states that are non-territorial, fleeting, and resist the 
fixity of oppressive categorizations of the subject. Both authors are interested in finding a poetics 
that may be appropriate for such transfrontera spaces and personal and collective states, as well 
as in theorizing new practices of reading ( or viewing) and writing from these spaces. This article 
describes those theories in the early work of these authors, and shows how, by presenting readers 
with unorthodox textual encounters, the I must enter unstable, hardly me/table spaces, both 
culturally and linguistically, in Borderlands/La Frontera: The New Mestiza (1987) and 
Dominicanish (2000). Here the writers, as textual hosts, invite readers and audiences to engage 
in a phenomenology of shifting where unsettling experiences of in-betweenness and 
impermanence may result in decolonial transformation. 

KEYWORDS: writing, phenomenology, affect, reception, borderlands, blackness, migration, 
hospitality, decoloniality. 

Fenomenologies decolonials: els llenguatges i l'afecte de l'intermundi a l'obra primerenca de 
Gloria E. Anzaldua i Josefina Baez 

Aquest article explora !es interseccions entre !es teories textuals de l'intermundi de Gloria 
Anzaldua i Josefina Baez pel que fa a questions de textualitat i, de manera mes amplia, de 
relacionalitat, en els seus primers treballs. En la seva recerca filosofica, Anzaldua va idear una 
fenomenologia en que !es metafores de la frontera, !es terres frontereres o els pants i el concepte 
de nepantla assenyalen el lloc de l'escriptura en el context de la colonialitat, la decolonialitat i la 
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migraci6. Des del seu pensament primerenc, aquests conceptes solen capturar no tan sols 
questions d'ubicaci6 sin6 tambe de relacionalitat, intencionalitat i canvi (decolonial). De manera 
similar, l'autora, directora i interpret dominicana-nordamericana (Dominican York) Josefina 
Baez explora els espais inestables i la temporalitat de l'intermundi en el context de la 
immigraci6/migraci6 i la colonitzaci6, centrant l'experiencia de !es comunitats de la diaspora 
dominicana i la seva propia. Baez proposa conceptes com dominicanish o "goig" com a espais 
relacionals i imaginats i estats que s6n no-territorials, fugai;os i resisteixen la fixesa de les 
categoritzacions opressives de! subjecte. Ambdues autores estan interessades a trobar poetiques 
que puguin ser apropiades per a aquests espais transfrontera i estats personals i col-lectius, aixi 
com a teoritzar noves practiques de lectura (o visionat) i escriptura des d'aquests espais. Aquest 
article examina aquestes teories en els primers treballs de !es au tores i mostra com, en oferir a qui 
llegeix trobades textuals poc ortodoxes, el "Jo" ha d'entrar en espais inestables, dificilment 
solubles, a Borderlands/La Frontera: The New Mestiza (1987) i Dominicanish (2000). Com a 
amfitriones textuals, !es autores conviden lectors i audiencia a participar en una fenomenologia 
del canvi en que les experiencies inquietants de /'in-betweenness i la impermanencia poden donar 
lloc a una transformaci6 decolonial. 

PARAULES CLAU: escriptura, fenomenologia, afecte, recepci6, frontera, negritud, migraci6, 
hospitalitat, decolonialitat. 

Fenomenologias decoloniales: los lenguajes y el afecto del intennundi en la obra temprana de 
Gloria E. Anzaldua y Josefina Baez 

Este articulo explora intersecciones entre las teorias de la existencia intermundi propuestas por 
Gloria Anzaldua y Josefina Baez en lo que respecta a cuestiones de textualidad y, mas 
ampliamente, relacionalidad en sus primeros trabajos. En su busqueda filos6fica, Anzaldua ide6 
una fenomenologia en la que las metaforas de la frontera, las tierras fronterizas, los puentes, o el 
concepto de nepantla marcan el lugar de la escritura en el contexto de la colonialidad, la 
decolonialidad y la migraci6n. Desde sus primeras teorias, estos conceptos a menudo incluyen 
no solo cuestiones de ubicaci6n, sino tambien de relaci6n, intencionalidad y cambio (decolonial). 
De manera similar, la autora, directora y artista de performance dominicano-estadounidense 
(Dominican York), Josefina Baez, explora los espacios inestables y la temporalidad de! 
intermundo en el contexto de la inmigraci6n/migraci6n en contexto colonial al centrarse en la 
experiencia de las comunidades de la diaspora dominicana y la suya propia. Baez propone 
conceptos como dominicanish o "bliss" como espacios y estados imaginados y relacionales que 
son no-territoriales, fugaces y resisten la fijeza de categorizaciones opresivas sobre el sujeto. 
Ambas autoras estan interesadas en encontrar poeticas apropiadas para tales espacios 
transfronterizos y estados person ales y colectivos, asi como en teorizar nuevas practicas de lectura 
y escritura desde dichos espacios. Este articulo describe esas teorias en sus primeros trabajos y 
muestra c6mo, al ofrecer a los lectores encuentros textuales poco ortodoxos, el yo debe entrar en 
lugares inestables, de dificil fusion cultural y lingiiistica, en Borderlands/La Frontera: The New 
Mestiza (1987) y Dominicanish (2000) . Aqui, las escritoras ejercen de anfitrionas textuales, 
invitando a los lectores y al publico a experimentar una fenomenologia de! cambio en la que lo 
inquietante de! inter-mundo y la impermanencia pueden dar lugar a una transformaci6n 
decolonial. 

PALABRAS CLAVE: escritura, fenomenologia, afecto, recepci6n, frontera negritud, migraci6n 
hospitalidad, decolonialidad. 
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Introduction 
Despite the much-celebrated "affective turn" of 21st-century literary theory, for
mal scholarly writing reigns uncontested as the form of theoretical discussion of 
utmost recognition, influence, and prestige in academic circles and endeavors (ac
ademic departments, syllabi, book publishing, journals, etc.). Barring a few notable 
exceptions, the hierarchy regarding the languages and genres that govern our ex
changes on philosophy and theory remains practically uncontested throughout the 
Western and Western-influenced academy, with disciplines serving as dominant 
spaces which affirm the limits of possible exchanges, create welcoming or hostile 
environments to certain discourses, and sanction the languages of knowledge. 
Within this paradigm, the contributions ofliterary authors and artists whose phil
osophical and theoretical inquiry takes forms other than the conventional schol
arly book or essay especially those by minoritized women authors are con
sistently relegated to the fringes, or effectively outside the limits of, philosophical 
or theoretical discourse. This is true even in fields of study that have historically 
made the case for the transformation or the dismantling of traditional intellectual 
and cultural hierarchies, such as Feminist Theory, Queer Studies, Ethnic and De
colonial Studies, Latina/x/o Studies, and even decolonial thought and affect the
ory. 

This article proposes to address such complex web of asymmetries, with its 
intellectual and practical demarcations, by examining the proposals for doing the
ory offered by two foundational, late-twentieth-century works by US Latina liter
ary authors who, I argue, do philosophy precisely from and about the genres typi
cally denied sanctioning by academic and educational institutions: Chicana multi
genre author and thinker Gloria E. Anzaldua and DominicanYork writer, per
former, and thinker Josefina Baez. I consider, specifically, how the languages and 
aesthetics deployed in their early publications, Borderlands/La Frontera: The New 
Mestiza (1987) and Dominicanish (2000), underpin particular (yet concurrent) 
theories of writing that compound practical phenomenologies of writing with de
colonizing potential within the United States. 

At stake in the broader project is not only the recognition of decolonizing 
knowledges, but also the very health of both literary and philosophical inquiries, 
among other issues. The stark, longstanding separation between literature (i.e. cre
ative, imaginative, fictional, autobiographical, performance writing, etc.) and for
mal philosophy, with its deep roots in Euro-American thought, has over the cen
turies generated a schism that, as more and more philosophers and theorists begin 
to admit, does little service to either discipline. Amir R. Jaima, for instance, notes 

1 While early phenomenologists such as Heidegger (1975) or Sartre (1969), and phenomenolo
gists of race, such as Frantz Fanon (2008), had made the issue of philosophical writing central to 
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the dire consequences of the split when it overlooks literary authors of color as 
thinkers, which generates a double marginalization: on the one hand, their litera
ture, as such, is read as minor theoretical discourse, if at all; on the other, due to 
the perceived particularity of their experience, it is often disregarded as unable to 
make the general, universal claims expected of theory and philosophy. Paul Ric
oeur' s concept of linguistic hospitality and his search for a middle expressive and 
hermeneutic pathway is pertinent in this regard, as it helps us think through the 
relationships between the languages, registers, and genres sanctioned by the estab
lished scholarly host and those articulated by the creative, immigrant or border
dwelling Other. Indeed, the exclusionary, boundary-affirming discourses of for
mal philosophical traditions may be inhospitable to alternative forms of thinking 
and impact both the circulation and the reception of those works, a marginaliza
tion which may be exacerbated in the case of work published (and unpublished!) 
by authors of color in the context of im/migration as is Baez's case, and in border
dwelling contexts, such as Anzaldua' s. And so this multilayered set of exclusions 
results in missing key opportunities for inquiry as posed by historically minori
tized thinkers of language who may not necessarily be trained in continental or 
analytic traditions or who may choose to write in genres other than the philosoph
ical essay. 

Further, when approaching literary works by women (women-identified) 
writers who are also immigrants or who inhabit colonial/decolonial spaces, it is 
worth remembering that the enduring dichotomy philosophy/literature is congru
ent with the near-fixity of other hierarchical binary systems, such as those drawing 
gender, racial, sexual or cultural demarcations, which are often also linked to the 
reason/affect dyad. As Sarah Ahmed reminds us, in Western thought the idea of 
emotion, seen as "'beneath' the faculties of thought and reason" (with the 

their work, contemporary affect theorists such as Susanne Langer (1953) or Vivian Sobchack 
(2004), Ahern (2019), and philosophers such as Linda M. Alcoff (2006), Amir R. Jaima, or Sara 
Ahmed (especially in Living a Feminist Life, 2017) have also centered their efforts in connecting 
strands and genres of philosophical thought as a crucial method to access new insight and, at 
times, challenge established, academic discourse. 
2 For an understanding ofRicoeur's proposal of ethical action, including face-to-face encounters 
with the Other and the possibility of justice, see Reflections on the Just (2007). For a fuller under
standing of his concept of linguistic hospitality, see On Translation (2006). Here, Ricoeur ex
plains: "Bringing the reader to the author, bringing the author to the reader, at the risk of serving 
and of betraying two masters: this is to practice what I like to call linguistic hospitality. It is this 
which serves as a model for other forms of hospitality that I think resemble it: confessions, reli
gions, are they not like languages that are foreign to one another, with their lexicon, their gram
mar, their rhetoric, their stylistic which we must learn in order to make our way into them?" 
(2006: 23). 
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emotional being associated with having "one's judgement affected"), resulted in 
placing both emotion and women in subordinate positions, with women being 
"represented as [ ... ] less able to transcend the body through thought, will and 
judgement" (2015: 3). Considering further intersections, Jaima underscores the 
cumulative impact of overlapping structures policing theoretical boundaries on 
race, gender and sexuality as "the black voice, the woman's voice, and the queer 
voice" are perceived as "too mired in their subjectivity to provide insights that bear 
upon humanity in general" (2019: 13-14). The dichotomy also finds expression in 
the migrant-host binary at the core of many hospitality theories, often articulated 
along the phenomenological concept of the encounter between a subject or a group 
adopting the role of host and those considered guests as well as through the sanc
tioned languages deployed in such encounter. 3 These interrelated social and theo
retical systems complicate the deconstruction of the well-established hierarchy be
tween reason and emotion that feminisms have historically insisted on undoing. 
They also add further layers of complexity to our approach to the work of Latina 
women authors such as Baez and Anzaldua, who seek to destabilize the very para
digms that have historically rendered the literature of women of color literature in 
the United States as unneeded (or unwanted) contributions to theory and philos
ophy. As perceived guests to the scholarly intellectual nation, their literature is of
ten received as always-already foreign (always that of a guest or an othered inter
locutor), exoticized (tropicalized), tokenized, or minimized as theory. An excep
tion to these rigidly upheld binaries is perhaps the reception of Gloria E. 
Anzaldua' s work, which is often studied nationally and transnationally as that of a 
unique thinker with long-range impact. Her first published solo book, Border
lands/La Frontera (1987), is indeed considered a theoretical foundation in fields as 
diverse as Border Studies, Chicana/x Studies, Women of Color Theory, and US 
Third World Feminism, and is a constant inspiration for Latinx authors and think
ers in the twenty-first century. And yet, Borderlands/La Frontera and Anzaldua's 
other books and manuscripts continue to be kept at the threshold of formal phil
osophical study, and understudied for the concepts and holistic system of thought 
that they may contribute to both literary theory and philosophy. 

But what could theory and philosophy gain if we considered that the work of 
these authors truly offers, as J aima puts it, insights that bear upon humanity? What 
would we gain if we included their work in formal academic discussions and rec
ognized the theories intrinsic to their literary fiction, memoir, or poetry, etc.? 

3 See, for instance, Emmanuel Levinas's concept of hospitality as the encounter with the Other, 
where the realization of subjectivity itself relies on welcoming the Other (1980). Manzanas Calvo 
and Benito Sanchez's (2017) work on Michaud also identifies literature as a refuge and a locus 
for hospitality. 
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What if the particularities of US Latina women's and other minoritized literatures 
were read as central to both American philosophy and decolonial theory, rather 
than outside the gates of philosophical and theoretical discourse? I propose to 
consider Anzaldua's early work alongside that of Josefina Baez, a Dominican 
American (DominicanYork) author, director, performer, and thinker who also 
states an intention to contribute to the field of philosophy on questions such as 
writing, language, and hybrid cultural practices. While highly regarded in some 
academic and literary circles, Baez's work has received much less critical attention 
than Anzaldua's as a theorist or a thinker, and is mostly studied from literary -
and specifically theater/performance studies- perspectives.4 I suggest reading 
Borderlands/La Frontera (1987) in tandem with Baez's first published book, Do
minicanish (2000), in order to draw relevant insights regarding the languages, reg
isters, and affectual dimensions of writing that may serve as transformational phe
nomenologies especially in feminist decolonial studies. 

Anzaldua and Baez are among a number of US Latina and women of color 
authors who, during the 1980s, 1990s and 2000s attempt to bridge the divide be
tween formal theory, literature, and political transformation through the deploy
ment of experience-based, self-referential writing, which also contains affect-in
flected thought. Contextually, their experience as witnesses of -and to different 
extents participants in- cultural nationalist and feminist movements' activities in 
the 1970s and 1980s cannot be underestimated, while, at the same time, their writ
ings develop distinct, unorthodox textual forms and genres to address well-differ
entiated concepts and concerns. Many of their innovations are already present in 
their early work as they reexamine the aesthetics, ideologies, and methods ( overall, 
the approach to writing) inherited from movement literature, whether it is that of 
Chicana/o, Nuyorican, Dominican/Dominican York, Cuban American, or of other 
US Third World Feminist discourses. Thematically, both writers address questions 
in philosophical areas as diverse as ontology, epistemology, ethics, the philosophy 
oflanguage, or phenomenology, more intentionally than any other Latinx authors 
publishing in the 1980s, 1990s, and 2000s. It is no coincidence, thus, that 
Anzaldua's theoretical proposals, genres, and terminologies have produced dec
ades of critical readings, creative output, and personal and scholarly reflections in 
several fields of study, and that Baez's work has become increasingly attractive to 

4 Practically no critical literature focuses on the philosophical insights that her writing suggests 
or her theories on writing, performance, and other matters. For critical studies regarding identity, 
nationalism and performance in Baez's work see, for instance, Lorgia Garcia Pena (2008, 2016, 
and 2022), Duran Almarza (2010), or Florencia Cornet (2020). 
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https://neighbors.columbia.edu/news/josefina-baez-dominican-york-icon-whose-archive-now-housed-columbia-university
https://neighbors.columbia.edu/news/josefina-baez-dominican-york-icon-whose-archive-now-housed-columbia-university
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http://www.josefinabaez.com/
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https://www.zendalibros.com/las-casas-de-josefina-baez/
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OpFY7GM0WGU
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feelings, and approaches to crucial concepts 

in decolonial and feminist studies in the Americas, such as the nature and experi-

ence of textuality and public discourse in colonial and multilingual settings, which 

in turn clearly impacts the circulation of such ideas and our very philosophical 

thought.
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http://www.poetryfoundation.org/harriet-books/2019/04/true-poems-flee-a-refugee-poetics-or-poetry-as-permanently-temporary
http://www.poetryfoundation.org/harriet-books/2019/04/true-poems-flee-a-refugee-poetics-or-poetry-as-permanently-temporary
http://www.poetryfoundation.org/harriet-books/2019/04/true-poems-flee-a-refugee-poetics-or-poetry-as-permanently-temporary
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